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THECRETICAL SURVEY ON POSITRONIUM FORMATION AND IONISATION IN
POSITRON ATOM SCATTERING
ABSTRACT
Madhumita Basu and _ S. Ghosh
Department of Theoretical Physics
Indian AssOciation for the Cultivation of Science
Jadavpur, Calcutta 700032, INDIA
The present survey reports the
recent theoretical studies on the
formation of exotic atoms in posi-
tron-hydrogen, positron-helium and
po sit ton-lithium sc atte ring spe-
cial!y at intermediate energy
region. The ionisations of these
targ_ets by positron impact has al-
so been considered. Theoretical
predictions for both the processes
are compared with existing
measured values.
INTRCDUCTI ON
In recent years, amazing deve-
lopments in the studies of positr-
on-atom scattering have been noti-
ced. it has become possible due to
the availability of Lntense and
energy resolved positron beam and
sensitive detectors. A large num-
ber of parallel theoretical stud-
ies, in recent years, also play a
big role in it. The present survey
concentrates on the recent theore-
tical developments in the studies
+
of inelastic processes in e -atom
scattering. In _articular, we dis-
cuss cn the follc_;ing t'_ ine!as-
tic srocesses.
+
i) Positronit_n formation in e-
atom scattering:
ii) Ionisation of atoms by positr-
on impact.
These two ine!_stic processes
are not altogether different.
Positronium atom may also be for-
mad in the continuum. This has
been first predicted by Brauner
and Briggs I that the presence of
+
(e -e-) pair in the final state of
positron impact ionisation results
in a process known as 'positronium
to the continuum'. This is due to
the energy distribution of the
secondary electron. The LOndon
group (Charlton et al 2) repo__ted
the first e xperimenta! evidence
for a vea]_ in the energy distribu-
tion of the seccndary electrcns
from positron impact ionisation.
In the last conference on Positron
in Gases in 1987, the topic has
been discussed in details. It is
o _ no use to repeat this.
in the last workshop on Posi-
t_on in Gases, there are little
discussion about the theoretical
mcde!s employed to investi_ate
4-_ :.
_,.e_e two i_ortent inelastic pro-
cesses, a!thcugh, results are quo-
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qted many times by different spea-
kers. HOwever, theoretical models
are covered by Ghosh 3 in our na-
tional conference. In this resume,
we discuss the theoretical models
developed or employed to investiga-
te these two inelastic processes
after 1986.
Due to the limited time, we
will consi@er H, He and Li atoms
as targets. We start with Positro-
nium formation in e+-atom scatte-
ring.
P ositronium Formation
Positronium (Ps), the decaying
bound state of the electron and its
antiparticle has presented an allu-
ring challenge to experimentalists
and theoretical physicists for over
35 years. Milestones in positronium
research includes the observation
of its ground state in 1951, obser-
vation of its excited state in 1975
and recent dramatic discover_y of
E
_Dcpositronium negative ion (_) in
1981. Positronium atom, in its
ground and excited states may be
+
fo__ned in e+-atom and e -molecule
collisions. A large number of theo-
retical studies have been carried
out to predict capture cross sec-
tions using different tlneoretical
models depending on the energy
range considered. For earlier worlds
one may co through a series of ex-
cellent re_views (Ghosh et al 4,
Humberston 5, Ghosh 3 and Joachain6) '
We start with Ps-formation in
e+-He scattering. This is due to
the fact that m_ximum, number of
experiments have been carried out
for this system (Fornari et al 7,
Charlton et al 2, Fromme et al 8,
Diana et a19). A large number of
theoretical investigations have
also been made during the same pe-
riod. Mandal et al I0 have carried
out a distorted wave model to pre-
dict ground state capture whereas
Khan and Ghosh II and Khan et a112
have reported ground and excited
state capture cross section res-
pectively using distorted wave
pola__zed orbital method. McDowell
and Peach 13 have also investigated
the same process using classical
theory of charge transfer. To have
an idea about the agreement bet_-
een the theoretical predictions
and measured values, _ compare
the Ps formation cross sections
(Ops) in Fig. I. It is evident from
Fig.! that all e_erimental results
except those of Charlton et al are
in fair agreement with one another.
Here, measured
OPs = a(Is)+°_Ps .s (all excited
states] (i)
whereas theoretica!ly
= _(is) +o( 2s)+op(2 p) (2)op S Ps Ps s
as calculated by Khan et al.
At higher energies, theoretical re-
sults seem to underestimate Ops
5O
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Fig.!. O_ in e+-He scattering:
measured" Svalues - I, Char!ton et
a12; A, Fornari 7 et a! ,_,Diana et
alg; + • Fromme et a18; Theoretical
results: --, Khan et al 12.
whereas at low energies the agree-
ment is good. Mcreover, e:<perimen-
ta! values are higher than first
Born predictions (FBA) even at
300.0 eV. The situation demands a
more elaborate calculation to in-
vestigate the problem at higher
energies.
+
Ps formation in an e -atom
collision can be compared with
electron transfer in a proton-
atom collision. It is well known
that in ion-atom scattering, the
second Born term is of vital impor-
tance in determining the asymptotic
behaviour of the capture cross sec-
tion. Considering these facts, _e
have used a model in which the
second-order effects are included
in a realistic way. We have em-
ployed two second order models to
calculate ground state capture
cross sections. These models may
be represented by the following
two equations
SBA B1 B2
g =g +g (3)
BG CS B 2
g =g +_ (4)
gB1where is the first Born cap-
CS
ture amplitude and g is the cap-
ture amplitude obtained by sol-
ving coupled static equations, gB2
is the conventional second Born
_B2
tern% g is giveln by
_B2 .k' •k)
g_' "2_ =
2_--_ i¢)
2K 2 = (k" "2--
x g,2,"2,,( ,k") f "2(k",k) (5)
B1 (k',k) and fBl (k',k)
where g"2, "2, ,2 "2
are the first Born amplitude_ in
the direct and rearrangement cha-
nnel respectively. In other words,
_B2
in calculating g , the s_ation
over tb_ ground state is omitted.
Closure relation is found to be
unsuitable in evaluating the se-
cond Born capture amplitude. The
_B2
second Born terms gB2 and g are
evaluated by retaining suitably
chosen target states.
a) Hydrogen Atom
We have started the investi-
gations with hydrogen atom (Basu
and Ghosh 14) as this is the trial
horse for the theoreticians as
5!
most accurate results are availa-
ble or may be performed only in
case of hydrogen atom. To have re-
liable results, convergence of the
second Born term with the addition
of the target state is required.
We have retained two eigenstates
(is, 2s) and three pseudo-states
(29, 3s and 3_). The pseudo states
2p and 3a are taken from Damburg
and Karule 15 and 3_ from Burke and
Webb 16. To justi fy our choice of
pseudo-states, we have evaluated
the direct second Born amplitudes
using these states. Table 1 gives
the forward second Born amplitude
for elastic e--H scatterinc along
with those of Holt 17 and Prasad 18.
T_ele i. For-_ard second Born am-
plitude for elastic e--H scatte-
rin G (atomic unit).
E
(eV) 50 i00 300
Real
.
Exact
BG
Imaminarv
Exact*
_G
1.96 1.35 C. 74
I. 75 i. 25 O. 65
i. 60 I. 51 i. 15
i. 76 I. _4 !. 14
_Holt I0, Prasad II.
Present results are in reasonably
good agreemen_t_with those of ex i_
act predictions as given by Holt
and Prasad. This is the reason
behind our choice of Pseudo-state
in the calculation.
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We have calculated the diffe-
rential cross section (DCS) for
ground state capture Jan the energy
range 50-360 eV using conventional
second Born approximation (SBA) and
in the energy range 50-300 eV by
using model (2) (denoted by BG).
Figl_. 2 and 3 show_ our DCS using BG
C_
•_ I0"
!
/ I !
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Fig. 2° Differential cross sectio-
ns (:_._:::S) (a_ sr -1) . for oro_"_d
state capture in e+-H scatter±rig
at 80 eV; --, BG; --, SBA; ----,
FBA
I0 -t
.,.--
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Fig. 3. Same as F±g. 2 but at 300 eV.
and SBA at the energies 80.0 and
300.0 eV. The results of the first
Born a__proximation (FBA) have also
been included. The FBA r__sults att-
ain a zero value around the scatte-
ring angle 25°, whereas the SBA and
BG have structures near 45° . The
FBA predicts zero cross section as
the two parts of the amplitude are
of opposite sign. The second order
term prevents tb_ total cancella-
tion in the DCS and the residual
structure is due to the destruc-
tive interference of the ampli-
tudes. The Thomas peak for elec-
tron capture by heavier atoms is
well _nown. For the p+-H system_
there are two peaks. In case of
positron capture, the .two peaks
approach at about 45° . These fea-
tures have been noticed by us at
all energies.
Recently, Deb et a119 have
applied a second Born approxima-
tion in which Green's function is
evaluated approximately to inves-
tigate the problem. In Fig. 4, we
LC"6 "<_ 1360eV
-; i_ 7
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Fig. 4. DCS (ha @ sr; I) for ground
state capture in e -H scattering
at 1360 eV. ----, SBA; ----, D_
(Deb et a119) --- .B_.
ccmoare our SBA results with th-
ose of Deb et a! 19 (DMS) at the
incident energy 1360 eV. Cur SSA
st._cture near 45 ° is more _romine"
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nt than that of DMS. D_ results
fall faster than ours after the
scattering angle 50 ° . There is no
reason to prefer one result over
other. The results await e:,-peri-
mental confirmation or more ela-
borate calculations.
Integrated cross sections for
ground-state capture using SBA and
BG are given in Table 2. along with
FBA and coupled static results
(CSA). The BG and SBA results are
always greater than that of the
FBA and the present values (BG)
lies between those of FBA and SBA
except at the lowest energy consi-
dered her_ (50 eV). From the tab!e
Table 2. Integrated cross section
(_a_) for ground-state Ps-forma-
tion in e+-H scattering.
Ene r_ v
(eV) " FBA CSA S BA BG
50 O. 46 O. 55 O. 62 O. 56
80 O. i0 O. 13 O. 13 O. 12
100 0.46 -1 0.51-1 0.53 -1 C.46 -1
-2 -2 -2 -!
200 O. 25 O. 28 O. 31 O. 26
300 0.37 -3 0.40 -3 0.49 -3 0.39 -3
-4 -4
500 O. 26 - O. 38 -
it is evident that the BG results
are always less than the CSA re-
sults. It may be mentioned that
the D}'S results of Debet al and
DWPO results of Khan and Ghosh
{not shcwn in the table) are always
less than the present SBA and FBA
resu!<s respectively.
We have extended our SBA to
ca!calate n=2 excited state cap-
ture in e+-H scattering. Second
Born term is evaluated by retai-
nin G three eigenstates (is, 2s,2p)
of the target atom. Tripathi, Sinha
and Si120 have also predicted exci-
ted state (n=2) capture cross sec-
tion using eikonel approximation.
Fig. 5 shows the DCS for 2s state
r--
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Fig. 5. DCS (_o sr'l) for 2s state
capture in ee-H scattering. The
results at 500 eV are multiplied
by 103 . n, SBA; ----, FBA.
capture at the incident energies
80.0 and 5C0.0 eV. The F J_., as usu-
al, vredicts the zero cross section
at all the er_rgies. No structure
is obtained in t_e DCS using the SBA
uoto the _ _ _nc_cent energy ICC eV. As
the energy increases, the structure
is more prominent and the position
of the structure is around 45 ° . We
shcw only the results at 5C0. C eV.
The contribution of the second or-
der terms is dominant around the
zero values of the FBA at low ener-
gies. At high energies, thesetervs
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prevent total cancellation and _,-,_
get t_e residual structure. How-
ever Khan et al using their diste
orted wave method have obtained
structure for the same processes
even at 13. ro eV.
Cur DCS for the 2p-state cap-
ture p_cess at 80 and 500 eV are
shown in Fig. 6. As in the case of
I_ I
%
%
_k
x%\k%
e (deg|
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for 2p
state capture.
the 2s state, we do not find any
structure upto t.._e incident energy
5CC eV. Tripathi, Sinha and Si!
have also obtained the structure
above 5C0 eV. Here also, the struc-
ture is more prominent with the
increase _- a_d __ energy .. the nosi-
tion of the structure is around
the scattering angle 45 ° . It may be
mentioned that the FBA does not
predict any minimum in the energy
range considere_ Instead of being
cancelled, the t'_D terms of the F_A
amplitudes are combined. The second
Born term is totally responsible
for the structure_ at high energies.
In fact, the destructive interfe-
rence of the FBA an_ the SBA ampli-
tudes at high energies provides the
structure. _ hasten to add that
Thomas mechanism is valid only at
high energies. Therefore, it is not
surprising that we have not obtai-
ned Thomas peak for excited state
capture at low energies.
Table 3 presents the integrated
excited state capture cross section_
Table 3. Integrated SBA cross section
(_a 2) for excited (2s and 2p) state
capture n e+-H scattering.
E
(eV) 2s 2p
-I
50.0 O. 165 0.366
80.0 O. 252 -1 0.6CI -2
10C. 0 O. 124 -1 O. 219- 2
200. 0 0. 507 -3 0. 620 -4
300.0 O. 699 -4 0. 663 -5
500.0 O. 534-5 O. 348 -6
The present second Born results are
always greater than those of the
FBA. These results are of importance
to obtain the total Ps-formation
cross section. The present excited
state capture cross section are not
negligible when comp=._red with ground
state capture cross sections. It may
be noted that 2s and 2p state capture
cross sections differ by one order of
magnitude, 2s state capture cross
section beih_ higYer.
To find the validity of our
methods, our group has carried
out investigations using close
coupling approximation (CCA) with
two coupling schemes
i) H(is), H(2s), H(2p), Ps(is)
2) H(is), H(2s), H(2_), Ps(is)
Instead of solving the con-
ventional coupled integro-di ffe-
rential e.quations, we recast the
Schrodinger ecmation into a coup-
led integral equation in the mo-
mentum space. The final one di-
mensional coupled integral equa-
tions have been solved by matrix
inversion method. The details of
the numerical method have been
discussed in our p_per (Basu,
Mukherjee and Ghosh2!).
At low incident energies (in
the ore-gap region) very reli_ble
s-, p- and d-wave ground state
capture cross sections for e+-H
are available (Htm%berston and his
co-:_xgrkers 22-24) using variatio-
nal methods. In practice, it is
not possible to perform such ela-
borate calculation at intermediate
and high energies and also for
complex systems. :';e compare two
sets of s, p and d-wave _h=_e_--
shifts obtained using CCA with va-
riational results in Tables 4 - 6.
It is well known that the s-wa-
ve Ps-formation cross section is
very sensitive to the method emp!o-
yed. in Table i, we have sho'_:n pre-
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sent two sets of results along with
Table 4. s-wave positronium forma-
tion cross sections (ha2).
--,mr
k !s-2s'2p-Ps is- 2s- 2p-Ps H 22
0.71 .608(-2) .558(-3) .41(-2)
0.75 .418(-2) .282(-3) .44(-2)
C. 8 .244(-2) .113(-2) .49(-2)
O. 85 .156(-2) - .58(-2)
the variational prediction (Humber-
ston 22. )
Table 5. p-wave positronium forma-
tion cross section C zaZ). -
L - ---
is-2s-2p-Ps is-2s-2_-Ps BH 23
O. 71 • 121(-i) .803(-2) • 27(-1)
O. 75 .278 .218 • 37
O. 8 .411 .344 .48
O. 85 .470 .401 .56
_ i_,. L
In Tables 5 and 6 we have tabula-
ted our present two sets of p- and
d-wave capture cross sections. The
Table 6. d-wave positronium forma-
tion cross section (za2).
k ls-2s- 2p-Ps ! s-2s-2_-Ps BH24
0.71 .286(-3) .351(-3) .62(-3)
0.75 .144 .170 .34 :
0.78 .465 .578 .81
0.85 .684 .897 .ii(+i)
variational results (Brown and
Humberston 23) have also been in-
cluded for comparison. Our p- and
d-wave cross sections are in fair
agreement with variational numbers
the present n_rs being lo_;er.
The polarizability of Ps atom
is eight times that of hydrogen, it
56
is expected that the inclusion cf
long range force of the Ps atom
will affect the results signifi-
cantly.
Being encouraged by the above
results, we have carried out our
CCA calculations upto the incident
energy (200 eV) (Mukherjee et a125)
Fig. 7 shows the present diffe-
rential cross section at lOO eV
using ou- second order results (BG)
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Fig. 7. DCS (a_O sr -I) for ground
state capture in e+-H scattering
at i00.0 eV. --, eigen_t ate CCA;
---, pseudo-state CCA; ----, BG.
along with our two models of CCA at
i00 eV. The position of the Thomas
peak as obtained using eigen state
CCA end BG are nearly identical _
whereas pseudo-state CCA fails to
Predict the Thomas peak, H0wever,
we may skip the minimum. At large
scattering angles, the two sets if
CCA results differ appreciably from
BG. The contribution to the sca-
ttering amplitude upto the second
order may not be sufficient for
convergent results at large scatte-
ring amplitude upto the second
order may not be sufficient for
convergent results at large scatte-
__-ing angles. This may be the rea-
son of discrepancy.
Table 7 presents the ground
state capture cross sections ob-
Table 7. Ground state canture cross
section (in units of Ha_2_).
t)
E
(eV) 50 i00 200 300
Pseudo 0.37" 0.46 -1 O. 27 -2 -
SBA 0.62 0.53 -1 O. 31-2 O. 49 -3
BG 0.56 0.46 -1 0.20 -2 0.39 -3
F_A 0.46 0.46 -1 0.25 -2 0.37 -3
in the very high energies are also
greater than the corresponding BK
results. We are now investigating
the same process using our FBA to
calculate 0Ps. Till now, we are
able to include three eigenstates
(is 2, 21s, 21p) as intermediate
one. Our preliminary result shows
that cross section is increased by
abo_t i0 pct. over FBA at the inci-
dent energy 3C0 eV. Below this in-
cident energy, results, may not be
be reliable. Fig. 8 shows the diffe
*54.4 eV results.
tained by different met.hods. BG
and SBA are the two second order
results. Oar pseudo-state CCA and
the FBA results are also included
for comparison. For incident ener-
gies E ICO eV, our CCA and BG re-
sults are in good agreement. It is
interesting to note, even at 3CO
eV, the second order results BG
and SBA are greater than the FSA
results.
b) Helium Atom
Deb et a126 have calculated
ground state capture cross section
using similar method as applied to
the case of hydrogen atom in the
high energy region. Here also, _hey
have obtained the structure in the
DCS around 50 ° as exoecte_ Their
ground state capture cross sections
Jo
4_
4_
0
°. .
Angle
Fig. 8. DCS &n e+-He ground state
capture (a 2 sr -I). --, S__A,
--, FBA.
rentia! cross section at 300.0 eV
using F=-A and SBA for ground state
capture in e_-He scattering.
c) Lithium Atom
_7
Recently, Abdei-Rauf _ has em-
ployed a frozen-core coupled sta-
tic method to investigate e+-Li
57
and e+-Na scattering. The effect of
the inner shell is taken by intro-
ducing a core potential. Moreover,
the exchange effect of the valence
electron with those of core is in-
cluded via local exchange uotentiai.
preliminary results using 2s,2p, pS
CCA in this conference. It may be
mentioned that _.._ have also calcu-
lated the ground and n=2 state
capture cross sections for e+-Li
scattering (Sarkar et a131' 32)
He has reported the results upto the using the second order method of
incident energy lOCO. O eV. Using the Basu and Ghosh 14 at intermediate
wavefunction of Clementi and Roe- energies.
tti 28. ii) Ionisation
In the present conference, Ghosh a) Helium Atom
and Basu 29 also report the coupled
static calculations using the wave-
function of Weiss 30. In our calcula-
tion, we assume that the valence
electron is the only active elec-
tron. As the valence electron lies
well outside the core, this, we ex-
pect, introduces marginal error. At
We concentrate mainly on total
ionisation cross section (Oion) in
e+-He scattering as three groups
(_rom-_e et al 8, Diana et al 9,
Sueoka 33) have measured _ion for
this system in this decade. The
first quantum mechanical calcula-
tion for e+-He ionisation including
low incident energies ( 5 eV) resul- the positron signature has been
ts _iffer appreciably from those of
Abdel-Rauf (Table 8). We believe,
Table 8.._otai ground state capture
cross section (nat) us!ng coupled
•
static app roxlmst ion.
Ghosh Abdel27
E(eV) et a129 Raouf
O. 1 137.8 140.9
0.5 87.2 47.3
1.0 51.94 51.48
3.0 35. 35 16.9
5.0 24.5 14.3
the difference bet_een these t_;o
carried out by us (Basu et a134).
The choice of the effective charges
are as follows :
ZA ZB
i) 1 1
ii) 0 1
A distorted wave method in which the
wave funct ion of the incoming posi-
tron F(X) satisfies the adiabatic
Schrodinger e_aation given by
..2.. 2,:r '
('/x'r:<i-,-_s_X;+Vp(x)) F(_) = O (5)
has been employed to investigate the
results are due to the use of diffe- P-_bl_=m" Here V S and Vp are the sta-
rent wavefun_c_ions as well as...........with tic and po!arization potentials res-
and without inclusion of exchange pectivelv...... The Hy!leraas wavefunc-
tion has been used for computational
core potential. We also report our
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"ease. The distortion in the initi-
al channel is found to be insigni-
35
ficant. Campeanu et al have re-
peated the calculation using
Hartree-Fock wavefunction frcm
+
Clementi and Roetti for e -He io-
nisation with certain modifica-
tions ar_ using different distorted
wave models. They have considered
following different choices of
effective charges
Z A Z B
i) 1 1
ii) 0 o
iii) 0 1
iv) 0 i
They argued that model (ii) of Basu
et a134 is not physically corr_ct
because when the ejected electron
is faster than the scattered posi-
oo. .........
0 40 BO--',- 120 160
.EN ER GY Ce_!).
Fig. 9. Ionisation cross section
Oion (Zao2) in e+-He scattering.
--, Campeanu et a135; --, Basu et
a134; 3, measured values of
Fromme et al 8.
tron, it cannot screen the residu-
al ion. In other words, they have
taken the maximum value of the
energy of the ejected electron to
be E/2. Mo1_over, they have taken
the distortion in the final cha-
nnel.
In Fig. 9, the theoretical
predictions for total ionisation
+
cross section (Oion) in e+-He sca-
ttering are compare_with the mea-
sured values of Frcmme et a133.
The agreement between the theore-
tical results and measured values
is good.
b) Hydrogen Atom
Very recently, spicher et
a136 have measured °ion for e+-H
_1.o -
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Fic, lC 0. in e -H ionisation:
. -N ." , ion 36 ,
_, _D!cn_r et al ; -- C-hosh et
a137; ---, MuY.herjee et al3S°
scattering, it may be mentioned
that we (Ghosh et a137_ have per-
formed tl-e ca!culetions for e+-H
icni_ation using the same method
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+
as applied e -He ionisation. Re-
cently Mukherjee et a138 have also
investigated e+-H ionisation foll-
owing C_mpeanu et al. Theoretical
results are compared with measured
values in Fig. i0. it is found that
Z ZBA 1 1
-- +
kA kB - k B Jk A-k BI (5)
In the literature, we have found
different choices for the effective
charges satisfying the above rela-
tion but othe_._ise arbitrary. It is
results of Ghosh et al are in good not possible to find an unique re-
agreement with the measured values
Results of Ghosh et al are in good
agreement with the measured values
Results of Mukherjee et al are lo-
wer than those of Ghosh et al and
are in fair agreement _rith the ex-
perimental values.
c) Lithium atom
Basu and Ohosh 39 have calcula-
ted _. in e+-Li collision using
lon
distorted wave method. Thelo_isa-
tion cross section is found to be
very small when compared to elas-
tic or other inelastic processes.
In absence of any elaborate work or
e_perimental measurements, there is
no scope for comparison
However, we like to point out
lation between the charges. The io-
nisation cross section is extrasen-
sitive to the choice of the final
state wavefunction (Ghosh et a140)
This is apparent from Fig. ll. Here
E, t0eV
Er° ] eV
,/.\\ ,,.,o-
+
'l_ ) J l J t 1 1 i
II _.| dl,'9 l
dlrreren _ ial crossFig. ii. Triple ....
section (TDCS) at e+-H ionisation
at E = 20 eV (E = 3 eV, _l = 20o) :
certain salient feat_es of ionisa- --, FBA, --.--, c_ozce (ii) of Ghosh
tion process, et a!40; --, DCA (multiplied by a
Theor+y of ionisation of atcms
by electron and positron impact is
complicated due to the role of
Coulomb correlation in the ascap-
factor c_/ 103).
The results of triple differential
cross section (TDCS) using double
Coulomb approximation (DCA) differ
from those of the Born results by a
totic behaviour of ionised electron factor of IOCO. The results using the
peterkop-Rudge-Seaton theor_y of other choices are also found to cliff-
ionisation offers the prescription
er dramatically.
for the final state wavefunction To study the ionisation process,
and their relation between the elf- one, we believe, has to be very care-
ective c+__rae=_-_ _ Z. and ZB in the fi- fu! regarding t _=,._asymptotic_ ccndi-
nal s_at_ wavefunction is given by tion crescribcd by Pet_-o _-
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Rudge-Seaton. Moreover, the eff-
ective charges shoul_ fulfil the
following limiting condit ions
which must be satisfied physica-
lly.
i) kA-_coor kB__ O and kA>k 3 , the
effective charges must behave as
ZA-_O and ZB-_I
ii) In the symmetric case i.e.
_kA| = IkBl, the effective char-
ges must be equal i.e. Z A = Z B.
Recently, Faisal and his co-
_orkers 41 have initiated studies
to investigate ionisation proce-
ss in this light. They tried to
get the values of the effective
charges by exploitin G Peterkop-
Rudge-Seaton prescription and
above two limiting conditions.
Amongst their six unknown para-
meters, they have been able to
solve five in terms of one. They
tuned the unknown parameter with
the triple differential cross
section at one incident energy
and at one angle. This is a limi-
tation in their a=-proac'c_which of
course authors are aware of. More-
over, this is not an unique way
to solve the problem. We advocate
one _hould study the ionisation
process removing the arbitrary
character in the choice of effec-
tive charges as far as practica-
ble.
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